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Is Capitalism Un-American?
An Analysis of Corporate Inversions and
Expatriation Proposals in Response
By ERIC TAK HAN*
I. Introduction
The United States income tax system has changed markedly over
the last ninety years. Since its inception upon the ratification of the
Sixteenth Amendment in 1913,1 the Internal Revenue Code has been
under continuous change, largely in response to various clever
strategies employed by corporations as well as individual taxpayers to
reduce, or in some instances eliminate, their tax liability to the federal
government. This note will analyze the strategy of reincorporation,
also known as a "corporate inversion": U.S. companies change their
citizenship so as to minimize their severe U.S. tax liabilities. The
motivation to reincorporate is simple: as domestic companies expand
their businesses in today's global world, they must compete with
similar foreign companies that offer comparable products or services,
but whose net profits are larger, in part due to smaller tax obligations
owed to their home country. Such larger profits advantage foreign
companies who can reinvest and expand even further. Over time,
those companies could achieve global dominance in that industry.
However, many U.S. politicians have mistakenly cried out
against reincorporating companies as being unpatriotic. Sometimes
dubbed "Benedict Arnold corporations,"2 these inverting companies
have received much criticism as being traitorous because they
allegedly shirk their tax obligations owed to the United States,
thereby reducing the nation's tax revenue, and are taking jobs
* J.D., University of California, Hastings College of the Law, 2004.
1. U.S. CONST. amend. XVI.
2. Daniel J. Mitchell, Damaging Charges?, THE WASHINGTON TIMES, March 4,
2004, available at <www.washingtontimes.com>.
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overseas.
This note states the proposition that a corporate inversion is not
unpatriotic; if anything, it embodies the American spirit of capitalism
and profit by reducing costs, such as taxes, thereby maximizing
profits. Indeed corporate management owes a fiduciary duty to its
shareholders to make the company grow and profit. Should
shareholders decide that their company would be more profitable by
reincorporating and approve such a transformation, management
must faithfully execute its duties to do so. Moreover, one must be
careful not to blur corporate inversions with "outsourcing" of jobs.
Whereas "outsourcing" occurs when a company purchases labor
services in another country, an inversion merely involves a
rechartering in another jurisdiction.3 No jobs are lost in the inversion
process itself. In fact, as evidenced by the Stanley Works company
below, the decision not to invert may lead to loss of jobs in the United
States because the company is no longer able to compete in the global
market. Rather, the evil here is the antiquated Internal Revenue
Code that forces domestic companies to compete on an unleveled
playing field with its high corporate tax rate and worldwide tax
jurisdiction.
For tax purposes, any company incorporated under the laws of
the United States, or any U.S. state, is considered a domestic
corporation (DC).' A DC is subject to the U.S. "worldwide tax
system"5: it is taxed on its aggregate global income, whether derived
domestically, overseas, or a combination of both.' Currently, the
highest corporate tax rate is 40 percent, including the 35 percent
federal rate and the average state tax rate.7 Any income accrued by a
DC may also be subject to "double taxation"; that is, income
distributed to shareholders in the form of a dividend is a separate
taxable event.8 Today, the United States has the fourth highest
corporate tax rate in the world, exceeded only by Japan, Belgium and
3. Id.
4. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX., 107TH CONG., BACKGROUND AND
DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT-LAw RULES AND PROPOSALS RELATING TO CORPORATE
INVERSION TRANSACTIONS 2 (Comm. Print 2002).
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Chris Edwards, "Corporate Tax Reform: Kerry, Bush, Congress Fall Short,"
CATO Institute: Tax & Budget Bulletin, No. 21, Sep. 2004; see also I.R.C. § 11(b).
8. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX, supra note 4.
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Italy.9
In contrast, a foreign corporation (FC) is taxed only on income
derived from an active trade or business conducted in the United
States."0 An FC is generally subject to U.S. tax only on income that is
"effectively connected" with the conduct of trade or business in the
United States." In other words, income earned by an FC that does
not have a sufficient nexus to the United States is not taxed.'2
""Moreover, an applicable tax treaty between the United States and
the home country of the FC may limit U.S. tax on business operations
of an FC to cases where the business is conducted through a
"permanent establishment" in the United States.14 Although FCs may
still be subject to a U.S. tax rate of 30 percent on income earned in
the United States that is not "effectively connected" with an active
trade or business, the tax only applies to U.S.-sourced income. 5 This
results in an overall lower tax liability than the higher corporate rate
of 35 percent imposed on net worldwide income earned by DCs, and
may even be reduced or eliminated under an applicable tax treaty.16
Such unequal treatment between FCs and DCs gives FCs a decisive
advantage by merely operating without the burden of a worldwide tax
jurisdiction of the United States, even if it is relatively less efficient.'7
To avoid the high U.S. corporate tax, many corporations since
the late 1990s have engaged in "corporate inversions" or "corporate
reincorporations."'8 A corporate inversion is a transaction or series of
9. Corporate Inversions: Statement Before the House Comm. on Ways & Means,
107th Cong. (2002) (statement of Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Reginald Jones Senior
Fellow, Institute for International Economics), available at
<www.iie.com/papers/hufbauer0602.htm> (visited Feb. 2, 2003).
10. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX, supra note 4, at 3; see I.R.C. § 882(a)-(b).
11. Id.
12. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX, supra note 4, at 3.
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Id.; see I.R.C. § 871 (providing that a 30% tax will be imposed on any gross
amount of interest, dividends, and other fixed or determinable annual or periodical
gains, profits, or income received by foreign corporations from sources within the
United States that is not effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business
within the United States).
16. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX, supra note 2, at 3.
17. Mitchell B. Weiss, International Tax Competition: An Efficient or Inefficient
Phenomenon?, 16 AKRON TAX J. 99,109 (2001).
18. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, U.S. DEP'T OF TREAS., CORPORATE INVERSION
TRANSACTIONS: TAX POLICY IMPLICATIONS 3 (2002), available at <www.treas.gov/
press/releases/docs/inversion.pdf>.
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transactions through which a DC restructures its corporate group so
that the ultimate parent corporation of the group becomes a foreign
parent corporation (FPC), obtaining FC status. 9 Typically, the FPC
is incorporated in a jurisdiction, such as Bermuda, that imposes little
or no income tax.2" The effect of the parent corporation becoming an
FPC is the removal of income of the foreign operations from the
reach of the United States as a tax collector.2
Such inversions place the corporate group in a position to derive
two main U.S. tax benefits. First, the inversion removes "some or all
of the group's foreign operations and income from the U.S. taxing
jurisdiction, thereby potentially achieving pure territorial tax
treatment for the group., 22 Second, the transaction reduces the U.S.
taxes that otherwise would be incurred on income from U.S.
operations, through the use of various "earnings stripping" strategies,
such as making excessive payments of deductible interest or royalties
to a new FPC.23
In response to the recent, drastic increase in the frequency and
size of inversions and a corresponding potential decrease in tax
revenue, Congress introduced several new bills that addressed
inversion transactions.24 Under the proposed legislation: 1) inverted
corporations would be treated as if the inversion had not taken place;
2) moratoriums would be imposed on corporate inversions; 3) the
property value of the inverted corporations would be assessed at fair
market value at the moment of inversion; and 4) the benefits of
international tax treaties would be denied.25
Each bill was abandoned. However, corporate inversions occur
19. Id.
20. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX, supra note 4, at 3.
21. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, supra note 18.
22. STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAX, supra note 4, at 3.
23. Id.
24. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, supra note 18, at n.2 (citing Corporate Patriot
Enforcement Act of 2002, H.R. 3884, 107th Cong. (2002); H.R. 3857, 107th Cong.
(2002); Reversing the Expatriation of Profits Offshore Act, S. 2119, 107th Cong.
(2002); Save America's Jobs Act of 2002, H.R. 3922, 107th Cong. (2002); S. 2050,
107th Cong. (2002); Uncle Sam Wants You Act of 2002, H.R. 4756, 107th Cong.
(2002)).
25. Press Release, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Statement on Corporate
Inversions for Submission to the Senate Appropriations Committee Subcommittee
on Treasury and General Government op Behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
(Oct. 16, 2002) [hereinafter U.S. Chamber of Commerce], available at
<www.uschamber.com/press /testimony/021016regalia.htm> (visited Feb. 2, 2003).
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cyclically in response to economic and political conditions, and these
bills may be re-submitted on the congressional floor as early as next
year. Considering the potential for their future enactment, it is
important to analyze the possible repercussions these corporate
inversion rules would have on the ongoing business enterprises and
the effects on the nation's economy. This note is not intended to
provide an in-depth study on the intricate complexities of the Internal
Revenue Code. Rather, this note will first analyze the problems with
corporate inversion limitation rules and their detrimental effects on
the nation's economy. It will suggest that, in today's global landscape,
inversions take place because the United States' worldwide tax
regime makes it difficult for DCs to compete with FCs, most of which
come from nations with lower tax rates and territorial tax regimes.
Second, it will compare Tyco International Inc., a company that
inverted, to Stanley Work, a company that decided against inversion.
It will be argued that Stanley's decision not to invert inevitably forced
the company to lay off its workers because of its inability to compete
with foreign companies. Thirdly, the note will look at South Africa
and the Netherlands, which have responded to expatriation with
salutary results, as potential models for long term reform in the body
of United States tax law.
II. Corporate Inversions:
Neither Tax Evasion Nor Harmful Practice
Mindful of the fact that corporate inversion has tax-avoidance
motives, lawmakers in Congress have attempted to characterize such
transactions as harmful practices. As one article put it, " 'inversion'
has unfairly been made a dirty word... [i]nverting corporations have
been portrayed as skating on taxes and hurting America workers in
the process., 26  In particular, proponents of the now defunct
congressional bills claimed that the transactions reduced the U.S. tax
base, demonstrated a lack of patriotism for the corporation's U.S.
home and enabled the company to escape its obligations to pay a fair
share of taxes for protections, rights and benefits of infrastructure
accorded to it in doing business within U.S. borders."
In responding to the idea that tax avoidance is a harmful
26. Joel Mowbray, Corporate Flight: House Republicans Try to Preempt Dems on
"Inversion" Issue, National Review Online, March 7, 2003, available at
<http://www.nationalreview.com/mowbray/mowbray030703.asp>.
27. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, supra note 25.
2004]
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practice, Judge Learned Hand once wrote:
Over and over again courts have said that there is nothing sinister
in so arranging one's affairs as to keep taxes as low as possible.
Everybody does so, rich or poor; and all do right, for nobody owes
any public duty to pay more than the law demands: taxes are
enforced exactions, not voluntary contributions. To demand more
in the name of morals is mere cant.28
Not only is it permissible for a corporation to arrange its affairs in
efforts to minimize its taxes-and thereby reduce the U.S. tax base-
but it is a matter of fiduciary obligation for a corporation's managers
to do so, in order to maximize corporate competitiveness and value
for its shareholders. As noted by Dr. Martin Regalia, Chief
Economist for the United States Chamber of Commerce, in his
statement on corporate inversions, "It is important to keep in mind
that corporate inversions result in permissible tax avoidance under
the Internal Revenue Code, not tax evasion. It is a perfectly legal and
valid strategy.,
29
Nor do corporate inversions demonstrate a lack of patriotism for
the United States. Dr. Regalia remarks, "Tax planning is merely a
function of business decision-making. Taxes are levied by the tax
code and are measured by its provisions, not by the depth of
sentiment for our country."3 °  Arguably, imposing and retaining
punitive levels of taxation that place U.S. corporations at a
competitive disadvantage when compared to their foreign rivals is
unpatriotic. Dr. Regalia adds:
This double-edged sword of loss of tax dollars versus loss of
business revenue penalizes the U.S. corporation by depriving it of
vital sources of revenue, with the attendant loss of jobs and
restriction on ability to fund growth and attract future business
opportunities, while penalizing the investor through the resulting
drag on value of the corporation's stock and the U.S. economy.
True patriotism would be demonstrated by steps our government
could - and should - take to enable our corporations to thrive
31internationally in the global economy.
Dr. Regalia's sentiments are echoed in an article entitled "Corporate
Flight" which states that inverting companies "often do so to keep
28. Comm'r v. Newman, 159 F.2d 848 (2d Cir. 1947) (Hand, J., dissenting).
29. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, supra note 25.
30. Id.
31. Id.
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pace with their non-American brethren, which often enjoy much
lower corporate tax rates."32
In an address to the U.S. House of Representatives,
Congressman Ron Paul offered the view that "there is nothing
unpatriotic about trying to minimize one's tax burden to enhance
economic competitiveness.., since reincorporation helps companies
create new jobs and expand the American economy, those who
reincorporate are [patriotic]. 33  As exemplified by Stanley Works
below, when it comes to patriotism and maintaining American job
security both Congressman Paul's and Dr. Regalia's statements may
be viewed as warnings to those companies that succumb to misguided
political and social pressure and choose not to invert.
It is important to remember that a corporate inversion does not
excuse the inverted corporation from paying taxes on its domestic
operation; nor does it reprieve the taxability of the inversion
transaction itself. Any gains from the inversion itself will still be
recognized and taxed accordingly. 4 Hence, firms will consider the
forced capital gains realization, and consequent capital gains tax
burden imposed on shareholders, in deciding whether or not to
expatriate. In other words, "[w]hat prevents a wholesale expatriation
of corporate America is therefore either a reluctance to act on the
basis of tax incentives or that costs of inverting exceed the potential
benefits."35  Additionally, taxes on a corporation's U.S. business
affairs continue to support the federal government and compensate it
for the protections, rights, and benefits of infrastructure bestowed on
corporations operating within U.S. borders.
As noted by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce (COC), the various
congressional proposals would perpetuate the inequality between the
U.S. worldwide tax system and its foreign territorial counterparts,
leaving U.S. multinational corporations disadvantaged vis-A-vis their
foreign multinational competitors.36 In particular, the COC warned
that as long as this tax disparity continued to exist, there would be
32. Mowbray, supra note 26.
33. Congressman Ron Paul, Bad Tax Policy Sends Companies Overseas, Address
Before the U.S. House of Representatives (June 12, 2002), available at
<www.house.gov.paul/congrec/congrec2002/cr061202b.htm>.
34. See generally I.R.C. §§ 338,368.
35. Mihir A. Desai and James R. Hines, Jr., Expectations and Expatriations:
Tracing the Causes and Consequences of Corporate Inversions, Nat'l Tax Journal,
Vol. LV, No. 3, Sep. 2002, p. 411 [hereinafter Expectations and Expatriations].
36. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, supra note 25.
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increases in the number of mergers and acquisitions that gave foreign
interests functional control of U.S. businesses, in addition to existing
incentives for new businesses to initially incorporate in countries
other than the United States.37
Thus, the COC recommended that the proper response should
be a serious overhaul and restructuring of the international provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code, such as the conversion of the U.S. tax
system to one based on territoriality rather than a worldwide tax
jurisdiction.3 ' This would, the COC suggested, help achieve a much-
needed parity between DCs and FCs and simplify the U.S. tax
structure because it is "only fair that foreign operations of a U.S.-
based company not be subject to a burden not borne by its
competitors. ,39
A. Key Non-Tax Issues in Inversion Transactions
Although an inversion transaction requires significant
restructuring with respect to corporate bylaws, virtually everything
with respect to day-to-day operations remain intact. The jurisdiction
of incorporation is changed in an inversion transaction, however there
need not be any change in the location of the corporation's
headquarters, capital, or its other business operations.' As an
example, Congressman Paul noted in a speech that:
In the vast majority of cases, when a company moves its corporate
headquarters to a foreign jurisdiction, it maintains its physical
operation in America. In fact, Mr. Speaker, Stanley Company,
whose recently-announced decision to incorporate in Bermuda has
caused much hand-wringing over reincorporation, will not be laying
off a single American worker as a consequence of their action!
41
While the proponents of the inversion bills continue to rely on
the "unpatriotism" of reincorporations as their platform, their views
are wholly myopic. It is especially important to take note when a
dissenting voice in the federal politic, such as Congressman Paul,
urges the House of Representatives to "read [Daniel Mitchell]'s
article, which forcefully makes the case that taxing offshore income is
economically destructive.., and hopes [legislators] will reject efforts
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. OFFICE OFTAX POLICY, supra note 18, at 15.
41. Congressman Ron Paul, supra note 33.
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to subject companies that reincorporate overseas to burdensome new
taxes and regulations.,
42
Nor does an inversion transaction affect a company's access to
U.S. capital markets. Although the parent corporation becomes an
FPC after an inversion, the stock of the FPC generally continues to be
traded on U.S. stock exchanges where the former U.S. parent's stock
was traded prior to the inversion. Indeed, the ability to continue
using the same ticker symbol often is a condition in the underlying
merger agreement.43 Furthermore, inversion transactions do not
dilute the ownership interests of the corporation's shareholders
because the transactions generally result in the shareholders owning
exactly what they owned prior to the inversion, except through an FC
rather than a DC.
B. Addressing Potential Tax Advantages Available for Foreign-
Based Companies with U.S. Operations
A corporate structure that involves an FPC and subsidiaries
operating in the United States provides particular opportunities for
reducing the U.S. income tax earned from U.S. operations. Such
opportunities are not available in the same way to corporate groups
with a domestic parent corporation. For instance, U.S. tax liability
can be reduced by shifting taxable income away from the U.S.
subsidiaries in the group to the FPC or any foreign subsidiaries within
the same corporate group. The U.S. Treasury has deemed this to be
an:
[I]nappropriate shifting of income out of U.S. taxing jurisdiction
[that] represents an erosion of the U.S. corporate tax base...
[providing] an unfair competitive advantage to these companies
relative to their U.S. counterparts that operate in a U.S.-based
group. Moreover, it erodes confidence in the fairness of the tax
system."
If the new FPC is located in a jurisdiction that does not impose a
corporate income tax, any income that can be shifted from the United
States is not subject to any corporate level tax. Of course, these same
results can be achieved in cases where the corporate group is
structured from its inception with the parent located in a no-tax
42. Id.
43. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, supra note 18, at 15.
44. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, supra note 25.
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country. Moreover, significant overall tax savings can be achieved
with the parent corporation located in a country that provides for low
taxation of income from activities conducted by the parent. The
incentive to engage in this sort of income shifting exists whenever the
FPC is subject to an effective tax rate that is lower than the U.S. tax
rate.
C. Addressing Potential Tax Disadvantages for U.S. -Based
Companies with Foreign Operations
As a result of the U.S. worldwide taxing regime, both the
domestic and foreign operations of a DC are subject to U.S.
international tax laws as well as the tax laws of the countries such
foreign operations are located. 5 In contrast, an FC that has
operations both in the United States and abroad is subject to U.S. tax
laws only to the extent of its domestic operations.46 The foreign
operations of a DC are thus subject to a burden not borne by local,
foreign competitors. The broad reach of the U.S. international tax
rules and the complexity of those rules therefore raise issues with
respect to a level playing field for DCs operating abroad.
Historically, as cited by the Treasury Department, the
development of the U.S. international tax system began when the
global economy was much different from what it is today. 7 The basic
structure of the U.S. international tax regime dates from the early
1960s, when the U.S. economy was a dominant source of investment
funds, accounting for over half of all multinational investment in the
world. 8 However, over the past forty years, globalization of the U.S.
economy has put more pressure on our international tax rules. When
the rules were first developed, they affected relatively few taxpayers
and even fewer transactions. 9 Today, there is hardly a DC of any
significant size that is not faced with applying the international tax
rules to some aspect of its business.
45. See generally I.R.C. § 861.
46. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, supra note 18, at 27.
47. DEP'T OF ECON. AND SOC. AFFAIRS OF U.N. SECRETARIAT, SECOND
INTERREGIONAL TRAINING WORKSHOP ON INT'L TAX AND STEERING COMM.
MEETING OF THE AD HOC GROUP OF EXPERTS ON INT'L COOPERATION IN TAX
MATTERS: FUNDAMENTALS FOR THE NEGOTIATION OF TAX CONVENTIONS BETWEEN
DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES at 2, U.N. DOC. ST/SG/2001/L.10 (2001)
[hereinafter UNITED NATIONS].
48. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, supra note 18, at 28.
49. Id.
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As noted above, the United States operates a worldwide system
of income taxation under which DCs are taxed on income regardless
of where it is earned. Thus, a DC with foreign operations is subject to
U.S. tax on the income from those foreign operations in addition to
the tax imposed by the country where the operations are located.
Under a foreign tax credit system, the U.S. tax on foreign-source
income is reduced to reflect foreign income and withholding taxes
paid." However, while the foreign tax credit system somewhat
mitigates international double taxation, it is "not completely effective
at doing so and even some high taxed-foreign source income may be
subject to residual U.S. tax."51
In contrast, many of the United States' sovereign trading
partners operate tax systems under which active income earned by
foreign subsidiaries and profits earned by foreign branches are
exempt from domestic taxation. Under these systems, income from a
company's operations is taxed only by the country where the
operations are located 2 Moreover, while some countries do have tax
systems similar to that of the United States in that they start from the
worldwide taxation approach, "no country has rules for immediate
taxation of foreign-source income comparable to the U.S. rules in
terms of breadth and complexity.""
The burden of the U.S. international tax rules on DCs with
foreign operations does not apply to FCs and thus, creates a
competitive disadvantage for DCs operating in the global
marketplace. The Treasury Department notes that this is one of the
key reasons for the dramatic increase in the recent number of
inversion transactions, as well as start-up companies incorporating
outside the United States from their inceptions.' In fact, the
Treasury Department suggests a re-examination of the U.S.
international tax rules to question the fundamental assumptions
underlying the current system and simplify these rules by looking at
the experiences of other countries for guidance and the choices they
50. Id.
51. John M. Peterson, Jr., and Bruce A. Cohen, Corporate Inversions: Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow, CCH INCORPORATED: FED. AND ST. TAX, Mar. 1, 2003, at 161,
available at 2003 WL 7069894.
52. Id. at 180.
53. For a general discussion on the complexity of U.S. international tax rules, see
id.
54. Id.
2004)
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have made in designing their international tax systems. 51
The issue of inversions has been met with a public outcry
because of a false impression that jobs and factories are moving
abroad. Yet, as Bruce Bartlett writes in the National Review,
"nothing real is affected. The only thing that is moving is legal
residence for tax purposes-a purely paper transaction. '' 16 Bartlett
notes that inversions are nothing new and often occur within the
United States as well. To illustrate, according to the Federation of
Tax Administrators, the maximum corporate tax rate in Iowa is 12%,
while neighboring Kansas has its ceiling set at 4%.57 "No doubt, over
the years, there are a number of Iowa companies that have
reincorporated in Kansas in order to save 8% per year in taxes."58
The point is that.., corporations move from one state to another
and from one town to another every day, partially based on
differences in the taxes they pay in one jurisdiction versus the
other. This is not a matter of congressional interest, nor should it
be. Competition helps ensure that citizens get the mix of services
they want for the taxes they are willing to pay .... [Similarly, a]
company that incorporates in Canada pays taxes only on its
operations in Canada. If it has a U.S. subsidiary, it pays U.S. taxes
on its profits here, but none to Canada. However, the exact same
U.S. company with an identical Canadian subsidiary will pay
Canadian taxes plus U.S. taxes on its Canadian operations as well.
The U.S. company will pay more total taxes even if the U.S. and
Canada have the same tax rates .... It does not matter that they
receive no services from the U.S. government, nor that they earn all
of their income in a foreign country. The IRS still wants its pound
of flesh.59
In light of Bartlett's analogy of inversion between states and the
growing sophistication in companies and the global market, it is not
difficult to see why the number of inversion transactions has
increased exponentially.
It should be noted, however, that a tax inversion is not a tax-free
transaction itself. In the process, shareholders of the original DC
must first agree to the transaction and, in effect, realize capital gains
55. Id. at 180-181.
56. Bruce Bartlett, Why the Inversion Aversion?, NAT'L REV., Aug. 12, 2002,
available at <www.nationalreview.com/nrofbartlett/bartlettO8l202.asp>.
57. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id.
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for surrendering their shares, triggering potential tax liability.' In
exchange, the shareholders receive new shares in the FC or FPC
proportionate to their old shares, maintaining their percentage of
interest.61 Thus, although ownership does not change, the inversion
process imposes taxes on many shareholders.
The tax cost of inversions is probably one of the key reasons why
more companies do not invert. Indeed, incurring sizable capital gains
liabilities when required to tender their old shares in exchange for
new shares as part of the inversion process makes the transaction less
attractive to shareholders.62 The fact that "embedded shareholder
capital gains discourage inversions suggests a natural counterweight
to rush to expatriate, one that supplements any costs associated with
being subject to the corporate laws of the new countries, and the
public relations impact of abandoning the U.S.," says Professor Mihir
A. Desai of Harvard Business School.63
Yet, the fact that some DCs still invert suggests that tax savings
must be considerable. In addition to the long-term benefits from such
tax savings, researchers have found that stock prices, on average,
react positively to corporate inversion announcements, with prices
rising by an average of 1.7% over a five-day window centered on the
announcement to expatriate. 64 "Stock price appreciation is greater for
firms that have risen in value over the previous year-every 10% of
prior share appreciation is associated with 1.1% greater market
reaction to an inversion announcement.,
65
Most attention on inversions has focused on so-called tax havens
such as Bermuda, which have no corporate tax at all.
However, many major countries have corporate tax rates well
below the maximum corporate rate here in the United States,
currently at 40% (including state taxes). These include certain
countries not noted for being low taxed such as Finland (29%) and
Norway and Sweden (28% each). Ireland has a corporate tax rate
of 16% and Chile's rate is just 15%.66
60. I.R.C. §§ 338, 368.
61. Id.
62. Corporate Expats Consider More Than Tax Avoidance When Relocating
Overseas, U. MICH. Bus. SCH., Oct. 23, 2002, at
<www.bus.umich.edu/NewsRoom/ArticleDisplay. asp?news-id=567>.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Bartlett, supra note 56.
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Bartlett suggests that instead of writing new laws to penalize
corporate inversions, Congress should cut corporate tax rates.67 In
fact, he states that "the inversion phenomenon should be viewed as a
warning that U.S. rates are too high," and that while "additional laws
could prevent inversions by existing companies in the short run,
future newly established corporations will find more hospitable
countries, like Ireland, in which to incorporate in the first place."
6
Proposed legislation that prohibits corporate inversions are short
sighted and detrimental as a matter of public policy. According to the
Center for Freedom and Prosperity, anti-competitive tax law:
[I]s the cause of the problem, and anti-expatriation provisions
simply create an additional disadvantage for U.S.-based companies
that do business in international markets. Instead of resorting to
fiscal protectionism, lawmakers should fix the portions of the tax
code that hinder U.S. competitiveness. Most other nations use a
"territorial" system to tax resident corporations, which means the
foreign-based firms pay tax to each country where they earn
income - but they do not have to pay a second layer of tax to the
nation where they are chartered.69
Moreover, corporate "expatriation":
[Blenefits the American people. It is American workers who
benefit when a company is a stronger competitor in world markets.
It is American shareholders who benefit when a company is on a
level playing field with foreign competitors. And it is American
consumers who benefit when a company can charge lower prices
because of better tax treatment. 70
The actions taken by inverting companies and corporate groups
are in compliance with U.S. tax laws and regulations. These
corporations continue to pay taxes to the IRS on all income earned in
the United States. However, the incentive for expatriation is strong
because, as Glenn Hubbard, chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors noted, "from an income tax perspective, the United States
has become one of the least attractive industrial countries in which to
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Dan Mitchell, The Battle Against Fiscal Protectionism, STRATEGIC LETTER
(Ctr. for Freedom and Prosperity, Alexandria, VA), Sept. 13, 2002, at
<www.freedomandprosperity. org/memos/m09-13-02/m09-13-02.shtml>.
70. Id.
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locate the headquarters of a multinational corporation."7 In fact, in
opposition to the now abandoned legislation penalizing corporate
inversion transactions, twenty of the largest and most influential free-
market groups, participants in the Coalition for Tax Competition,
joined forces in the battle to educate U.S. lawmakers. They stated:
American-based companies must pay tax to the IRS on income
earned in other nations. This "worldwide" system of taxing
corporate income is very anti-competitive, causing many companies
to give up their U.S. charters and instead become foreign-based
companies. Lawmakers could take a number of steps to make the
internal revenue code more competitive. The U.S. corporate
income tax rate, for instance, is the fourth highest in the developed
world. Lower tax rates would make America more attractive. Last
but not least, Congress could junk "worldwide" taxation and
instead shift to a territorial system that would tax companies only
on their U.S. income.72
The message is clear that not only are the proposed bills
regarding corporate inversions inappropriate remedies, but they
actually frustrate Congress' goal in making U.S. companies more
competitive in today's global marketplace. Thus, the solution is not
more legislation to close the loophole to an already confusing
patchwork with respect to the Internal Revenue Code. Rather,
experts indicate that the entire subchapter regarding international
taxation needs to be revamped to a territoriality scheme.
M. Inverted Companies vs. Non-Inverted Companies
Many companies choose to invert based on their view that their
tax savings will enhance their competitiveness in the global market.
This often leads to substantial positive movements in stock price,
evidencing an improvement each company's respective economic
health and future outlook. This section will compare two unrelated
companies, namely Tyco International Inc. and Stanley Works, that
made announcements regarding corporate inversions and the
market's response following each company's respective
announcements. The evidence presented will dispel and contradict
assertions made by politicians that inversions would be unpatriotic or
71. Id.
72. Mike Godfrey, Congress Ditches "Corporate Inversion" Legislation, TAX-
NEWS.COM, Oct. 21, 2002, at <www.tax-
news.com/asp/story/story-print.asp?storyname= 9742>.
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hurt the American economy by taking away jobs. This section will
further argue that, in today's global market and the current U.S. tax
scheme, corporate inversions are essential for companies based in the
United States to survive.
A. Tyco International Ina
Tyco International Inc. (Tyco) is the world's biggest maker of
security systems, industrial valves and duct tape, with most of its
operations in West Windsor, New Jersey.73 Once a DC, the company
is now an FC based out of Bermuda, after its 1997 merger with
Bermuda-registered security company ADT Ltd.74  Although Tyco
has operation headquarters in Exeter, New Hampshire, its official
71
company headquarters is based out of Bermuda for tax purposes.
In 2003, Tyco's shareholders voted against reincorporating back
to the United States, despite the company's shares 71% drop in 2002,
amidst the indictment of its Chief Executive Officer Dennis
Kozlowski and Chief Financial Officer Mark Swartz for tax evasion.76
Attempts to become a DC were rejected once again this year, when
Tyco shareholders voted overwhelmingly in favor of maintaining the
firm's incorporation in Bermuda during its annual shareholders'
meeting. 77 Indeed, 93% of the voting shares rejected a move to
reincorporate in the United States, which was proposed in a bid to
remove the "negative stigma of being lumped in with tax avoiders"
and rejected arguments of some shareholders that Bermudan law
does not give them adequate legal protection in the event of fraud.78
Given that both Bermudan and U.S. laws provide adequate legal
73. Companies in "tax havens" may face ban from US contracts, THE ROYAL
GAZETrE, Sep. 15, 2004 available at <www.theroyalgazette.com>; see also
<http://tyco.com/tyco/history.asp>.
74. Tyco: The Bermuda Connection, THE ROYAL GAZETTE, Jun 4,2002 available
at <www.theroyalgazette.com>; see also <http://tyco.com/tyco/history.asp>.
75. Id.
76. Tyco votes to stay offshore: Shareholders in scandal-hit conglomerate Tyco
have voted to keep their company registered in Bermuda, resisting a move to bring it
back to the US, BBC NEWS, Mar. 6, 2003, available at
<htty://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/1/hilbusiness/2827683.stm>; Suzanne Vranica, Tyco
Aims to Put Its Woes Behind It, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, Jun. 15, 2004 available
at <http://webreprints.djreprints.com/1037230505819.html>.
77. Amanda Banks, Tyco Shareholders Reject Reincorporation To The United
States, Tax-News.com, London, Mar. 29, 2004 availalable at <www.tax-
news.com/asp/story/storyasp?storyname=155247>.
78. Id.
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protection, there would be no motive for Tyco to remain Bermudan.
Arguably, shareholders might vote to reincorporate back to the
United States to avoid being labeled "tax avoiders" and to promote
the company's image. Yet, the fact that Tyco's shareholders have,
consecutively in the last two years, defeated any attempt to become a
U.S. entity presents convincing evidence that the tax savings of
remaining in Bermuda far exceed any concern of being labeled "tax
avoiders." By negative implication, this suggests that the U.S. taxing
regime creates a significant disadvantage stymieing the company's
ability to retain more of its profits for reinvestment and thereby,
remaining competitive. According to Tyco's board, the move back to
the United States would increase the company's tax rate from 28% to
around 36%, hurting earnings and reducing the company's value by
up to $5 billion.79
Indeed, the defeat of the attempted reincorporation of Tyco was
also well supported by Wall Street. Immediately after the
announcement of the shareholders' rejection of the proposed
reincorporation back to the United States, Tyco shares rose 4%."0
Although there may be other factors, such as general public
confidence in the company's management as well as the national
economy overall, that could have contributed to the rise in share
price, the fact that the increase followed the announcement not to
reincorporate suggests some correlation between the decision for a
company to remain offshore and the market's outlook on the
company's overall business health and survivability.
B. Stanley Works
Stanley Works (Stanley) is a 160-year-old company based out of
New Britain, Connecticut, and is the largest U.S. maker of hand
tools." Like the rise in Tyco's stock price following its announcement
not to reincorporate back to the United States, the 2002
announcement of Stanley's intention to expatriate increased the
79. Id.
80. Id. But cf. Ingersoll Holders Reject Move Back to America, THE ROYAL
GAZETF, May 30, 2003 available at <www.theroyalgazette.com>, noting Ingersoll-
Rand Co.'s shares dropped $1.08 to $42.41 after its shareholders narrowly defeated a
motion to move the company back to the United States. However, supporters of the
move argued that the company could lose numerous government contracts and that
the law did not provide as many protections for shareholders as U.S. law.
81. Expectations and Expatriations, supra note 35, at 422.
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market value of the company's equity by $199 million.2 The driving
force behind its corporate inversion was akin to those behind Tyco's
decision to remain offshore: Chairman and Chief Executive John
Trani "cited both increased operational flexibility and improved tax
efficiency as strategic motivations for implementing the
restructuring."83 Specifically, Trani projected that Stanley's tax bill
would fall by 7-9% from its current level. Similar to Tyco, there is no
reason for an American establishment such as Stanley to expatriate.
If anything, it has enjoyed 160 years of success under the protection
of U.S. laws. And yet, both the announcement of its intended
inversion and the jump in stock price suggests that escaping the
Draconian reach of the U.S. taxing regime is a welcomed reprieve for
the company.
By contrast, the contemporaneous announcement of proposed
legislation to curb expatriations resulted in a price drop for Stanley."
This was followed by a challenge by the Connecticut Attorney
General regarding the shareholders' approval for such inversion,
which caused Stanley's market value to drop by $252 million.85 Again,
the political outcry against inversions was generally that they were
unpatriotic and threatened to hurt the American economy. And yet,
the company's drop in stock price following the proposal of anti-
inversion legislation or the attorney general's attempt to block to
move suggest otherwise: limitations on the company's ability to
reincorporate would diminish its dominance in the tool-making
industry by siphoning out would-be profits in the form of corporate
taxes owed to the United States, thereby adversely affecting its
business health.
Indeed, this was a hard lesson learned for Stanley when it
decided to submit to political pressures and renege on its intended
reincorporation. After the company's labor unions and Connecticut's
attorney general moved to block it, Stanley abandoned any attempt
to reincorporate as a Bermuda corporation, forfeiting a tax savings of
$30 million a year, while competing toolmakers such as Cooper
Industries Ltd. successfully reincorporated outside the United
States.6 This decision not to invert proved to be disastrous for
82. Id. at 423.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
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Stanley. In April, 2003, the company announced that it would fire an
additional 1,000 workers, about 6.7% of its workforce, and close
plants and warehouses after first-quarter profits fell 61%. 7 The
company's shares dropped as much as 12%. 88  According to
Bloomberg, the reason for decreasing sales in nine out of the last ten
quarters was because retailers such as Home Depot Inc. trimmed
orders and offered tools made by lower-cost foreign rivals.89 Indeed,
CEO Trani eliminated more than 4,000 jobs, moved some production
to Asia and dropped less-popular items in the past five years to
mitigate declining sales for the company.' Here, the evidence
strongly intimates that inversions are essential for companies to
remain globally competitive and maintain their workforces in the
United States.
Although politicians are quick to label Tyco as a tax avoider and
a "Benedict Arnold" company, while heralding Stanley as patriotic,
they should look at market responses to the contrasting decisions and
the effects on the company. As presented above, Stanley's decision
not to invert led to mass layoffs and a drastic reduction in its U.S.
workforce, a concern that politicians pinned on inverting companies
such as Tyco. Moreover, even if the issue of whether minimizing tax
liability is considered unpatriotic is debatable in the abstract,91 one
cannot deny the market's favorable response when a company
announces its intention to reincorporate or remain offshore. Short of
revamping the entire U.S. Tax Code, corporate inversions are the
only viable options available for companies to sustain competitiveness
with foreign corporations.
IV. Hobson's Choice in the Long Run:Residence Versus
Source Approach
How should the United States restructure its tax laws so as to
level the playing field between domestic and foreign companies? As
87. Stanley Works to Cut 1,000 Jobs, Close 9 Facilities, April 9, 2003 at
<www.bloomberg.com>; U.S. Bill Takes Aim at Foreign Tax Breaks, THE ROYAL
GAZETrE, May 12, 2003. available at <www.theroyalgazette.com>.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. See Companies Dodge U.S. Taxes Too Easily, THE ROYAL GAZETrE, Apr. 15,
2003 available at <www.theroyalgazette.com>, in which House Rep. Richard Neal
(D-Massachusetts) claims that corporate expatriates will drain the federal Treasury
of about $4 billion over the next decade.
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trade and investment developed an international character, nations
began making a choice between two basic principles by which to levy
tax on income generated by international economic activity-namely,
the residence or the source approach. This section will differentiate
between the two approaches and submit that the United States, which
is currently under the residence approach, which is associated with
the worldwide tax system, should adopt the source approach, which is
associated with the territorial tax system and has been followed by
the developing nation of South Africa.
Under the residence approach, a country seeks to tax all the
income derived by its residents, regardless of the source of such
income. "This approach is usually justified by the argument that
residents enjoy the protection of the state, and should therefore
contribute to the cost of the government of the country in which they
reside, even with tax on income earned outside the state. ''n The
United States has adopted this approach. U.S. tax rules consider per
se that a company incorporated in the United States is a U.S. resident
company.93 As such, income earned worldwide by a corporation
residing in the United States. is taxed on all of its income, regardless
of where its headquarters and business is held. As noted above, this
worldwide taxing jurisdiction under the residence approach, along
with the United States' fourth highest corporate rate, are the primary
factors behind a company's decision to expatriate. By comparison,
the Netherlands, although adopting the residence approach, looks to
the actual management and operation of the company to determine
residency.' A Netherlands-incorporated company will not
automatically be considered to be a Netherlands resident.95
Some of the corporate inversion and redomestication bills
propose to change the definition of corporate residence from "place
of incorporation" to a definition that takes into account the
comparative scope of management presence and/or operations in the
92. NATIONAL TREASURY, SOUTH AFRICA, 5TH REPORT-BASING THE SOUTH
AFRICAN INCOME TAX SYSTEM ON THE SOURCE OR RESIDENCE PRINCIPLE-OPTIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS [hereinafter 5TH REPORT], available at
<www.treasury.gov.za/ documents/katz/5_2.pdf> (visited March 27, 2004).
93. Eddie Goldsberry, U.S. Companies Investing Internationally: Key Factors in
Comparing U.S. and Foreign Income Taxes, Feb. 5, 2001, (PKF Texas, Houston, TX),
at <http://www.pkftexas.com/docs/Pro2NetlntlTaxEGoldsberryFeb0lProof.pdf >.
94. Id.; see also Peterson and Cohen, supra note 55, at 196. Under the standard
adopted by the United Kingdom, residency is determined by the locale where the
corporation is managed and controlled.
95. 5TH REPORT, supra note 92.
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United States.96 However, such a change would subject foreign-based
companies with U.S. management teams to U.S. tax on a residence
basis, discouraging companies from locating top management in the
United States.97 As suggested by John M. Peterson, Jr., and Bruce A.
Cohen:
ITihe presence of top corporate management in the United States
provides a tremendous benefit to the United States in many
respects. These corporate headquarters operations employ senior
executives who pay taxes to the United States, hire U.S.-based
service providers for their companies and generally contribute to
the economic health of the communities in which they are located.98
The source principle also expects residents to contribute towards
the costs of the state, but is premised on the basis that, irrespective of
residence, anyone who derives income within a state's jurisdiction
should contribute to the cost of that state.' The South African
system has developed on the source basis." ° As a developing country
rejoining the global economy in 1994, it has had the benefit of
analyzing the effects of both principles on other nations. In applying
the experience of other countries, it has modified the source principle
by enacting a number of provisions that bring certain income, such as
passive income derived from sources outside South Africa, into the
tax net.1°' It has also implemented tax laws that are compatible with
modern international conventions and terminology." This allows
foreign investors to have a quicker and better understanding of the
South African tax regime, equip domestic business to plan in a more
familiar environment, and provide a mass of international expertise in
interpreting and implementing the tax law fairly and effectively.'03
Furthermore, with respect to tax abuse and anti-avoidance
measures in response to such abuse, South Africa's tax commission
has emphasized that the remedial statutes and regulations should
remain simple enough to be capable of effective implementation' l 4 It
has identified two approaches in drafting anti-avoidance measures.
96. Peterson and Cohen, supra note 51, at 195.
97. Id. at 196.
98. Id. at 196-97.
99. 5TH REPORT, supra note 92.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Id.
104. Id.
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One approach is to enact laws that address every possible eventuality
regardless of complexity." As noted by South Africa's tax
commission, the United States has adopted such an approach with
over-elaborate anti-avoidance measures that are often less effective
and seriously inhibit international trade and investment. 1°6  In
observing the shortcomings of the U.S. approach, South Africa has
opted for the more flexible approach employed by Germany and the
United Kingdom."° Under the latter, South Africa would enact anti-
avoidance measures to address the main areas of avoidance, but seek
to do so through a manageable balance between scope and
pragmatism. ' 8
Yet, most importantly, South Africa recognizes the ever-
changing dynamic of the international market; it has not only
concluded tax conventions with other nations to prevent taxing the
same income twice between two jurisdictions, but it has also provided
relief to multinational corporations by adopting a territorial taxing
jurisdiction.Y The National Treasury's report cogently remarked that
if South Africa were to tax all foreign income of "South African
multinationals, including income from their active operations
abroad ... at the present relatively high rates, South Africa may lose
many of these multinationals through emigration to more beneficial
tax environments."' The Treasury report noted that the current
source system facilitated the development of the country as a "major
location for domestic or foreign businesses to base holding
companies, headquarter companies and finance companies for
investment and trade into ... South Africa.'' 1'.
V. Recommendations and Conclusion
As recommended by the Cato Institute, the United States should
cut the corporate tax rate, which would greatly reduce the inversion
problem and other tax avoidance problems that have concerned
policymakers, and adopt a territorial tax system which would
eliminate the need for corporate inversions and allow U.S. firms to
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Id.
111. Id.
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compete on a level playing field in foreign markets."' Furthermore,
converting the U.S. taxing regime to a territorial system would be
much simpler than the complex worldwide system that has been built
piecemeal over decades without consistent foundation."3
As the U.S. Treasury Department itself admits, "The U.S. rules
for taxation of foreign-source income are unique in their breadth of
reach and degree of complexity." 114 Many of those complex rules
would be done away with under a territorial system. Experts agree
that the ultimate solution is to replace our worldwide income-based
system with a low-rate territorial system that has a consumption
base."5 In doing so, global corporations would be encouraged to
move their operations and profits into the United States rather than
fleeing for friendlier tax climates. History and experience show that
quick fixes in the realm of corporate taxes cause more problems down
the road and delay far more important fundamental reforms."6 As
House Representative J. Dennis Hastert (R-Illinois) explained,
"When you really look in depth, the reason we're losing people
offshore is the inequity of our tax code as compared to our
competitors overseas. ''17  Echoing Representative Hastert's
statement, the Coalition for Tax Competition stated, "Lower
[corporate] tax rates would make America more attractive. Last but
not least, Congress could junk 'worldwide' taxation and instead shift
to a 'territorial' system that would tax companies only on their U.S.
income.""..8
Despite the fact that South Africa continues to be a developing
nation, it appears to be on the right path by encouraging investment
and trade within its borders through its territorial tax system under its
source approach. The United States, despite an attitude that borders
on delusions of grandeur, is not the economic stronghold corporations
once viewed it as. The global market has changed, and so too has the
primacy and dominance of U.S.-based corporations. It would
behoove U.S. lawmakers to re-examine the international corporate
tax structure and even look to South Africa for guidance. Otherwise,
112. Veronique de Rugy, Runaway Corporations: Political Band-Aids vs. Long-
Term Solutions, TAX & BUDGET BULL. (Cato Inst., Wash., D.C.), No. 9, July 2002.
113. Id.
114. OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, supra note 18, at 28.
115. De Rugy, supra note 112.
116. Id.
117. Godfrey, supra note 72.
118. Id.
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so long as the U.S. tax system is considered to be anti-competitive and
unfriendly to DCs, and friendly to FCs, there will be a strong
tendency for multinational companies to locate their headquarters
elsewhere or incorporate abroad at the outset. As Gary Hufbauer of
the Institute for International Economics articulated, "[f]rom a tax
standpoint, few attorneys today would recommend putting the
headquarters of a multinational firm in the United States. Why
subject your foreign subsidiaries to the U.S. worldwide tax system?" '119
119. Corporate Inversions, supra note 9.
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